Simulating the absorption spectra of helium clusters (N = 70, 150, 231, 300) Simulations of the n = 2 absorption spectra of He N (N = 70, 150, 231, 300) clusters are reported, with nuclear configurations sampled by path integral molecular dynamics. The electronic structure is treated by a new approach, ALMO-CIS+CT, which is a formulation of configuration interaction singles (CIS) based on absolutely-localized molecular orbitals (ALMOs). The method generalizes the previously reported ALMO-CIS model (J. Chem. Theory Comput. 11, 5791 (2015)) to include spatially localized charge transfer (CT) e↵ects. It is designed to recover large numbers of excited states in atomic and molecular clusters, such as the entire n = 2 Rydberg band in helium clusters. ALMO-CIS+CT is shown to recover most of the error caused by neglecting charge transfer in ALMO-CIS, and has comparable accuracy to standard CIS for helium clusters. For the n = 2 band, CT stabilizes states towards the blue edge by up to 0.5 eV. ALMO-CIS+CT retains the formal cubic scaling of ALMO-CIS with respect to system size. With improvements to the implementation over that originally reported for ALMO-CIS, ALMO-CIS+CT is able to treat helium clusters with hundreds of atoms using modest computing resources. A detailed simulation of the absorption spectra associated with the 2s and 2p bands of helium clusters up to 300 atoms is reported, using path integral molecular dynamics with a spherical boundary condition to generate atomic configurations at 3 K. The main features of experimentally reported fluorescence excitation spectra for helium clusters are reproduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
Atomic and molecular clusters span the range between the gas phase and bulk limits, and they are useful for investigating fundamental di↵erences between bulk and surface properties. Helium clusters are of particular interest: they are weakly interacting, superfluidic 1 and can be used as a spectroscopic medium 2, 3 . Experimentally, fluorescence spectra [4] [5] [6] provide a way to understand how the excited electronic states are modified when a helium atom is adjacent to the others. Typical spectra of helium clusters consist of sharp atomic lines accompanied by blue-shifted wings, and their relative intensities depend on the cluster sizes.
Even for helium, the simplest many-electron atom, theoretical study of the excited electronic states remains a challenge for large clusters. A method must balance accuracy against e ciency to be practically useful. Two of the simplest methods are time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) [7] [8] [9] [10] and configuration interaction singles (CIS) 9, 11 . TDDFT is more widely used, because in many cases where the dynamic electron correlation is important, it outperforms CIS in terms of accuracy. CIS often has quite large (⇠ 1 eV) errors in excitation energies due to the neglect of dynamic electron correlation.
Nonetheless, CIS does not su↵er from the incorrect asymptotic potential and self-interaction error of TDDFT. For this reason, for relative energies of Rydberg states in helium clusters, CIS is the method of choice. Moreover, CIS can be improved systematically by adding higher substitutions to the CI wavefunction 12 . Previous CIS calculations on small clusters involving up to 25 helium atoms shows that CIS is capable of elucidating the spectroscopy 13 and the post-excitation dynamics of helium clusters 14 .
However, modern experiments mainly focus on helium clusters with hundreds to tens of thousands of atoms or even larger, which is beyond the normal capability of CIS due to its high order scaling with respect to system size: a conventional CIS calculation for all states scales as O(M 6 ), with the number of (identical) atoms or molecules, M , in the cluster. When only a handful of the low-lying excited states are requested, the CIS eigen-equation can be solved iteratively using Davidson's method 15, 16 , which reduces the scaling to O(M 4 ) in the molecular orbital (MO) basis per state. In the atomic orbital (AO) basis, matrix element sparsity reduces the cost to as low as O(M 2 ) per state (with a large prefactor) for the rate-determining matrix-vector contraction.
Unfortunately, to directly compare with the experimental spectra of large homogeneous clusters, we need a full description of the energy bands of He clusters. The number of states required then grows at least linearly with the number of atoms (for instance, the n = 2 band of a 1000-atom helium cluster requires a minimum of 4000 states), suggesting that iterative methods are not preferred. On the other hand, direct solution for all states is not feasible, as already discussed.
Great e↵ort has gone into reducing the scaling of CIS and TDDFT methods. By exploiting certain types of spatial locality or sparsity in matrix representations, some linear scaling methods have been developed [17] [18] [19] . However, rigorous linear scaling is only achieved in substantially large systems, especially since the electronic density of excited states is often much more delocalized than that of the ground state (here we mainly focus on systems whose excitations cannot be localized in a certain region, such as homogeneous clusters). For this reason, these linear scaling methods are not fully applicable for systems consisting of hundreds of atoms, and di↵erent approximations seem to be desirable for these cases. A common feature of the above mentioned methods is that the localized molecular orbitals (LMOs) are obtained by localizing canonical molecular orbitals (CMOs) into confined physical regions. This "topdown" scheme is often found to be ine cient due to the di culty of localizing virtual orbitals when system size increases 20, 21 . Fragment-based methods, by contrast, follow a "bottom-up" scheme, where LMOs are obtained directly from subsystem calculations without computing the CMOs first. One example is the fragment molecular orbital (FMO) method developed by Kitaura and coworkers 22 . The idea is to divide the system into fragments and perform ab initio calculations of fragments and their dimers. The method was extended to excited state calculations by employing the multilayer FMO method, in which the region of chemical interest is treated with CIS 23 , CIS(D) 24 or TDDFT 25 , while the environment is kept at the HF/DFT level. Wu et al. proposed a linear scaling TDDFT method through the use of fragment LMOs which are orthogonal but still well localized 26 . More recently, Herbert and co-workers implemented the Frenkel-Davydov exciton model to study the excited states of aggregates, where an excitonic state is constructed from direct products of fragment configuration state function basis [27] [28] [29] . Another bottom-up method, which is fully selfconsistent, is the approach based on absolutely localized molecular orbitals (ALMOs), which were first introduced to speed up SCF calculations on weakly interacting systems [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . ALMOs are defined by the constraint that the MO coe cient matrix is block diagonal between fragments. This type of constrained SCF procedure is commonly referred to as SCF for molecular interactions (SCF-MI). Subsequently ALMOs from SCF-MI have also proven useful in the development of energy decomposition analysis (EDA) methods [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . In a previous publication, we reported ALMO-CIS 40 , an ALMO-based excited state method, and its application to helium clusters. The ALMO-CIS method scales as only O(M 3 ) for the evaluation of O(M ) states. Two factors contribute to the reduction of the scaling: (a) The molecular orbitals (MOs) are linear combination of only AOs centered on a certain fragment, which greatly reduces the cost of transforming the electron-repulsion integrals (ERIs) from AOs to MOs; (b) the locality of MOs allows us to associate a single substitution to fragments, and the CIS equation can be truncated in a physically meaningful manner. In the ALMO-CIS model, only intrafragment single excitations are considered, and this reduces the matrix dimension from O(M 2 ) to O(M ) in the CIS equation and thereby reduces the scaling of the method.
A TDDFT(MI) method has also been recently proposed by Liu and Herbert 41 , which shares the same spirit with ALMO-CIS. The major di↵erence is that TDDFT(MI) computes several lowest excited states for the monomers first, then evaluates the supersystem excited states as the linear combination of these local states, using the Davidson algorithm. This current implementation is optimized for systems such as solvated chromophores, where a relatively small number of the excited states are of interest. With some modification of the algorithm, TDDFT(MI) could also be extended to obtain the full spectrum of molecular clusters.
Both ALMO-CIS and TDDFT(MI) restrict the excitations to be intrafragment, which means the charge transfer (CT) e↵ect is neglected. For helium clusters, the ALMO-CIS method is found to have ⇠ 0.5 eV overestimation for excitation energies at the blue end of the n = 2 band, when measured against standard CIS. It also has systematic error for predicting the spectrum profiles 40 . For many other systems with stronger interaction than helium, we expect the error will be more pronounced. All these considerations motivate us to seek a way to correct the ALMO-CIS model by at least partially reintroducing the neglected charge transfer class of excitations.
In this work, we add back the charge transfer effect by using a real-space distance cuto↵. The model presented here is called ALMO-CIS+CT. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in the Theory section, we introduce the generalization of the ALMO-CIS model to ALMO-CIS+CT, and a Davidson-like variational method that is used to solve the eigenvalue problem. Next, we discuss some optimization we have done for the fast implementation of the ALMO-CIS+CT model. The accuracy and timing results are presented in the Result section. Finally, we apply ALMO-CIS+CT for the study of helium clusters, and the resulting spectra are compared with the experimental data. A brief description of a more rigorous simulation for the cluster geometries with path integral molecular dynamics can also be found in the Application section.
II. THEORY

A. Notation
The following notation is used throughout the paper. i, j, k, l: occupied MO indices; a, b: virtual MO indices; p, q, r: generic MO indices. µ : atomic orbitals; P , Q : auxiliary basis functions. The ALMOs are denoted by , and is used for projected virtual orbitals. Fragments are indicated by I,J or F I , F J . Unless otherwise specified, two orbital indices connected as pq or pq belong to two near-neighbor fragments (or the same fragment).
We use capital letters to indicate quantities that scale with system size, and lowercase letters for quantities that do not: O, V , N : total number of occupied/virtual/atomic orbitals in the system; o, v, n: the average numbers of occupied/virtual/atomic orbitals per fragment;õ,ṽ,ñ: the average numbers of occupied/virtual/atomic orbitals within the nearneighbor fragments defined by the distance criterion. For a system with identical fragments, the number of fragments M can be used to denote the size of the system.
We use standard tensor notation to work with nonorthogonal functions 42 . A covariant function is denoted by a subscript and a contravariant function is denoted by a superscript. The Einstein summation convention is also employed, where an index that occurs once covariant and once contravariant implies a sum.
B. ALMO-CIS and its generalization to include charge transfer
Let us begin by defining the ALMOs. The atoms in an atomic cluster (or molecules in a molecular cluster) are divided into non-overlapping subsets that are referred to as fragments. The atom centered AOs can thus be partitioned based on the fragments they belong to. In the ALMO formalism, each molecular orbital (MO) on a given fragment is a superposition of AOs centered on the same fragment exclusively, and this results in a block-diagonal MO coe cient matrix.
The MO coe cients can be solved within the framework of self-consistent field theory with the constraint that the MO coe cient matrix should be fragment-blocked. The resulting ALMOs are orthogonal within a fragment but are nonorthogonal between fragments.
In the previous ALMO-CIS publication 40 , we have derived the generalized CIS equations that apply to nonorthogonal molecular orbitals:
Here ! CIS = E E HF is the excitation energy, and t jb are the CIS amplitudes. The overlap metric S appears because of the interfragment nonorthogonality of ALMOs. We have chosen known matrix elements to be covariant, and the unknown amplitudes to be contravariant. The (restricted) CIS Hamiltonian can be constructed from the Fock matrices f , overlap metric S and the two-electron integrals:
All virtual orbitals above are technically "projected virtuals", which are defined by projecting out the occupied space from the ALMO virtuals to ensure that occupieds and virtuals are orthogonal (the unprojected ALMO virtuals on a fragment are nonorthogonal to both occupied and virtual ALMOs on other fragments).
where N a is the normalization constant and
lk are the contravariant occupied orbitals. In the ALMO-CIS model, the CIS matrices are truncated by including only "intra-fragment" single substitutions (i.e. those that promote an electron from an occupied level to a virtual level assigned to same fragment), which can be denoted as follows:
G is the metric associated with the retained intrafragment single substitutions. It is intuitive that the ALMO-CIS model is free of charge-transfer contributions. As shown in the appendix, this can also be proven, in the sense that fragment Mulliken populations are unchanged from the ground state in the ALMO-CIS model. The ALMO-CIS equation, Eq. 5 can be generalized to include some charge transfer (CT) type single substitutions based on a selection of significant fragment pairs within which CT will be permitted. Specifically, we use a distance based cuto↵ (r cut ) to determine whether two fragments are to be considered as neighboring fragments. A significant fragment pair list can be created, comprising all pairs of fragments whose distances are smaller than r cut . Pairs of a same fragment repeated twice are considered as zero distance pairs and thus are also included in the list.
As a result, when a single substitution has corresponding occupied and virtual orbitals that belong to a pair of fragments in the pair list, we will include it in the truncated matrices. In this way, the form of the working ALMO-CIS equation (eq. 5) remains the same, but the meaning of the contraction lines is generalized. In the ALMO-CIS model, a contraction line connects two indices that belong to a same fragment. Now, in the generalization that we will refer to as ALMO-CIS+CT, the two indices belong to a significant pair of fragments.
The cuto↵ distance is a user-defined parameter in the ALMO-CIS+CT model. At one extreme, in the limit of r cut ! 0, the fragment pair list will only include the pairs that contain the same fragment twice, and ALMO-CIS+CT reduces to the original ALMO-CIS model. At the other extreme, when a very large r cut is chosen, all possible single substitutions are included, and the untruncated CIS equations (eq. 2) are recovered. For a weakly interacting system, such as a helium cluster, a cuto↵ that corresponds to including the first shell of neighboring atoms will be shown (in the Results section) to be su cient to recover most of the error caused by neglecting CT in ALMO-CIS.
The oscillator strength of an excited state  is defined as:
Within the ALMO-CIS+CT theory, the dipole matrix elements can be calculated as:
These matrix elements will be used later in evaluating the absorption spectrum of helium clusters.
C. Davidson-like variational method
The eigenvalue problem of eq. 5 can be solved by a full diagonalization. In the ALMO-CIS model, this O(M 3 ) scaling step was found to be a minor step because of its relatively small prefactor. However, when CT substitutions are included, the computational e↵ort will increase by the cube of the factor by which the number of single substitutions has increased. For the nearest-neighbor cuto↵, applied to a medium-sized helium cluster, the ALMO-CIS+CT matrix size is roughly five to six times larger than for ALMO-CIS, and as a result the diagonalization timing is about 200 times longer. Full diagonalization is still feasible, but becomes a dominant step. Thus, we propose a one-step Davidson-like variational method to alleviate this problem.
The eigenvalue problem of eq. 5 is now expressed in terms of the intra-fragment (local) subspace (denoted by l) and the charge transfer subspace (denoted by c). In the matrix elements below, each index l or c corresponds to an occupied-virtual pair ia.
The dimensions of the two subspaces are denoted by N l and N c , respectively. Likewise, the trailing state index in the amplitudes, t, and eigenvalues, !, can be associated with a state that is primarily local (l) or primarily CT (c).
Solving the above full-size eigenvalue problem can be avoided since we are wanting to obtain corrected roots only for the ALMO-CIS states (i.e. only for the "l" block). We will show that the dimension of the eigenvalue problem to be solved for those corrected roots can be reduced to just 2 ⇥ N l by using a onestep Davidson-like method.
We first solve an eigenvalue problem in the local subspace, i.e., solve A ll t
ll and ! (0) l as the uncorrected eigenvectors and eigenvalues. They are simply the ALMO-CIS eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Next, we form a transformation to a projected CT basisC that is constructed to be orthogonal to the local subspace.
where I is the N c ⇥N c identity matrix. With the projected CT basis, the eigenvalue problem becomes:
where the projected blocks are given bỹ
Similar to the Davidson method, we compute the correction vectors by
where r =Ã cl t
ll are the residue vectors of the uncorrected ALMO-CIS excited states. The scalar,!, involved in the preconditioner is a parameter which should be chosen based on the states that one is interested in, and it should be close to the target eigenvalues. For example, in our study of helium clusters, we target the n = 2 manifold of states, and thus! is approximated by the average of the uncorrected n = 2 eigenenergies ! (0) l , so that separate preconditioning for each state can be avoided. It is thus required to solve an N c -dimensional linear equation once to apply the preconditioner in Eq. 12. One can avoid this third-order scaling step by considering keeping only diagonal elements of the preconditioner. However, the cost of solving the linear equation has a quite small prefactor. In fact, for the helium cluster systems we have studied, it is actually not the dominant step in the whole Davidsonlike procedure. Therefore, the reduction of computational cost from a simplified preconditioner does not seem to be worthwhile, considering the diminished accuracy that comes with it. Detailed timings for the Davidson-like method and tests showing the accuracy of di↵erent types of preconditioners are reported in the Results section.
We can now attach the correction vectors to the local subspace, and form A and G in a 2⇥N l subspace spanned by t (0) ll and . The result is a generalized eigenvalue problem of dimension 2⇥N l , which is typically 3 times smaller than that of the full ALMO-CIS+CT model. The eigenstates and eigenvalues corresponding to intrafragment excited states (now corrected for CT) can be obtained by taking the lowest N l eigen-solutions. This approach is like a onestep Davidson method, and the resulting excitation energies are variational upper bounds to the exact ALMO-CIS+CT eigenvalues that come from solving Eq. 5 exactly.
III. EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION AND SCALING
An e cient implementation of the ALMO-CIS+CT model has been completed within a development version of Q-Chem quantum chemistry program package 43, 44 . With CT states included, the size of the truncated Hamiltonian and overlap metric will increase by a factor that depends on the cuto↵ distance one chooses. However, the storage for these matrices still scales as O(M 2 ). For the size of systems we have studied, this fact allows the matrices to be explicitly calculated and stored in memory, and Eq. 5 to be solved as a final step without memory issues. Thus, the algorithms for building the Hamiltonian reported in the implementation of the ALMO-CIS method 40 can be inherited without major modification. Nevertheless, some aspects of the two-electron integral evaluation have been reformulated to further increase computational e ciency. The following subsections will discuss these aspects in detail.
A. Strategy for Two-Electron Integral Evaluation
The two electron integrals appearing in Eq. 3, including a Coulomb-like term ( i a | j b ) and an exchange-like term ( i j | a b ), are expanded in terms of unprojected ALMO contributions and projection corrections:
The expansion is exactly the same as in the ALMO-CIS model, except here two indices connected by a contraction line belong to two neighboring fragments, rather than being restricted to the same fragment. The terms involving four-center two-electron integrals with three or four occupied indices (J23, J4, K23 and K4) are corrections to the four-center unprojected integrals and are essential for quantitative accuracy. We evaluate the correction terms using the resolution of the identity (RI) approximation [45] [46] [47] , where the four-center two-electron integrals are decomposed into three-center integrals, ( i j | P ) and ( i a | P ), as well as the inverse of the Coulomb metric in the auxiliary basis P | Q :
The number of three-center two-electron integrals needed does not depend on whether charge transfer states are included, since for both cases, the indices of three-center two-electron integrals should run over all the occupied and virtual orbitals, as well as all the auxiliary basis. Thus, the algorithm used in the ALMO-CIS model, namely, the "digestor" that transforms the three-center integrals from AO basis to MO basis can be adopted without any change. On the other hand, the following contraction steps need to be modified to account for the fact that more occupied-virtual pairs are now included.
The leading terms, J1 and K1, can be evaluated using the schemes that were presented previously 40 . However, this may not be optimal and we have developed new algorithms that will improve the computational e ciency. In the next two subsections, we shall compare di↵erent possible schemes in building the J1 and K1 terms, and discuss the necessity of adopting a better scheme when charge transfer states are present.
B. ALMO Coulomb Integral Evaluation
Let us begin by analyzing the formal scaling of the previous ALMO-CIS implementation. The most computationally significant step was to form the half-transformed integrals J µ⌫ ia = ( µ ⌫ | i a ), which were computed as a contraction of the AO integrals (µ⌫ | ) with the pseudo densities P ia = c i c † a . When the excitations are restricted to be intrafragment, the only AO integrals we need to compute are those with µ and ⌫ on the same fragment, and and on a di↵erent fragment. Their number is only NNnn. Because of the block structure of the density, each integral will contract with ov densities, so the scaling for the contraction step is NNnnov.
With CT excitations between near-neighbors included, the AO integrals that are needed will grow to become NNññ, and the scaling will become NNññov. Therefore, although the scaling of the contraction remains quadratic with system size, the prefactor is (ñ/n) 2 times larger, which is roughly a factor of 25 for the case of helium clusters. Based on the ALMO-CIS timing results 40 , this suggests that building the Coulomb integrals is likely to become a dominant step if no improvements are made. Thus, we have to look into other ways of doing the Coulomb-type contraction.
One possibility is to replace the contraction of AO integrals with densities by two quarter transforms to the ALMO representation. The AO integrals (µ⌫ | ) are first transformed with ALMO coe cients C i to form (µ⌫ | i ), and then the quarter transformed integrals are contracted with C a to form the half-transformed integrals (µ⌫ | ia). In this scheme, with CT substitutions, the scaling for the first and second quarter transforms are given by NNñño and NNñõv, respectively. Thus, by replacing the contraction with densities by two quarter transformations, the computational cost can be reduced by a factor of v, the average number of virtual orbitals on a single fragment. This is a significant improvement.
However, there is a price to be paid for the two quarter transformation approach. When contracting with the densities, an AO integral can be used multiple times because of the permutation symmetries. For example, (µ⌫ | ) is not only contracted with P ia , but also used as ( | µ⌫) to contract with P µ⌫ jb . As a result, only about one-eighth of the integrals are computed since there are eight such permutations. On the other hand, if the AO integrals are quarter-transformed with MO coe cients, the permutation between the bra side and ket side cannot be readily used. To understand this, one can look at the batching scheme shown in Algorithm 1. The second quarter transform is performed after the first quarter transformation of a particular batch of bra values is done, and only a batch of quarter transformed integrals (µ⌫ | i ) is held in memory at one time. The first quarter transform must be completed by running over all pairs of ket indexes, so it is not possible to only loop over the ket batches with inAlgorithm 1: (Half) integral transfrom for the Coulomb term, J µ⌫ia = (µ⌫ | ia)
for bra batches do for ket batches do for µ⌫ 2 batch do for
Use the permutation between µ⌫ to scatter µ⌫ from shellpair form to matrix form.
dices smaller or larger than the bra batch index. If one want to use "upper triangle" or "lower triangle" loop structures for batches, the second half transform has to be moved outside the loop over bra batches. This, however, will demand all the quarter transformed integrals to be stored in memory, which is impractical for large systems, since the number of quarter transformed integrals is NNñõ. Therefore, in our current implementation, we employ the quarter transform at the price of computing twice as many AO integrals as we have before. The sacrifice is worthwhile if the cost of computing AO integrals is insignificant compared to the contraction steps, which is true for the Coulomb like integrals, as shown in the timing result in the Result section. 
The exchange term in ALMO-CIS was evaluated from half-transformed integrals K ia µ = ( µ i | a ), which were formed by contracting the AO integrals with pseudo-density matrices P
If this density contraction scheme is used for the case with charge transfer excitations, the scaling is predicted to be (NN)ññov. Here the parentheses on NN comes from the sparsity of µ⌫ pairs, namely, the number of significant shell pairs grows linearly with system size, and thus we expect the overall scaling to form the half transformed integrals is O(M ) for large enough systems (a limit that is not easily reached with the very di↵use basis sets needed for excited states).
It is promising to consider using the two quarter transformations for the exchange term as well. There will be further improvement in both scaling and memory concerns if we transform the two occupied indexes first. The first step transforms ( µ⌫ | ) with C µ i to form ( i⌫ | ), with compute e↵ort that scales as (NN)ñño. Next, the quarter transformed integrals are transformed with C ⌫ j to form ( ij | ), at a cost that scales as (NN)ñõo. Therefore, the MO contraction scheme will reduce the cost of digesting the integrals by a factor of v as it did in the Coulomb case, and the memory storage for the half transformed integrals is also reduced by a factor of v/o.
However, we have not implemented that scheme yet. For the helium cluster systems we focus on, detailed timings show that, unlike the Coulomb-like terms, the cost of computing the AO integrals is comparable to the cost of the transformation steps. Thus the advantage in contraction is likely to be o↵set by computing twice as many integrals. For the special case of helium clusters, we implemented an alternative scheme for digestion, where the two occupied indices are transformed at the same time. The idea of this method is similar as using density matrices, one can view it as contracting with a density matrix built by occupied orbitals P Table II compares di↵erent aspects of the three schemes mentioned above. It is noteworthy that our current approach scales as (NN)ññoo. For the helium clusters, there is only one occupied orbital per fragment, i.e. o = 1. Therefore we actually achieve the same scaling as MO coe cient transformation scheme(which scales as (NN)ñño), without the disadvantage of doubling the cost of computing AO integrals. When the cost for digestion step is dominant, which is likely to happen for systems with larger fragments, successive quarter transformation scheme will be preferable. 
Algorithm
We have also implemented some optimizations with respect to the screening of integrals. The previous scheme for making the "mini-list" (significant quartet of AO basis shells) is summarized in Algorithm 3. The screening is based on the Schwarz inequality
2 . This 8 screening step appears to be trivial, since all quantities needed in the algorithm can be pre-made, computations inside the loops are only a few multiplications and conditional evaluations. However, this is a quartic scaling step because of the loops over bra and ket shell pairs, and, for large systems, it actually dominates the evaluation of exchange integrals in the previous ALMO-CIS implementation. This is the reason that the overall scaling of computing exchange integrals was found to be 2.88, while it was supposed to be linear with system size. The current scheme for mini-list selection is described in Algorithm 4. We preselect fragment pairs based on the maximum value of occupied four center integrals (ij | ij) on a given pair. This allows us to have a selection before entering the loop of ket shell pairs. In this way, the scaling of the algorithm can be reduced to cubic, if the number of fragment pairs that has (ij | ij) bigger than thresh is linear with system size.
IV. ASSESSMENT OF THE ALMO-CIS+CT IMPLEMENTATION
A. Accuracy
We first study the accuracy of the ALMO-CIS+CT model with di↵erent choices of r cut , in the hope that a relatively small r cut can yield satisfactory accuracy, so that this model can be practically useful. Our test system is a small He 25 cluster Note: The algorithm presented here is a simplified version of our actual implementation. In practice, considering the permutation between bra and ket side, we also need to select F K , F L based on max (kl | kl), and find F I , F J that connect with F K , F L using FrgPairList. This leads to a more complicated algorithm although it does not a↵ect the scaling.
that has been studied with both standard CIS and ALMO-CIS 40 . In this and all the following calculations for helium clusters, each helium atom will be treated as a fragment. Figure 1 shows the excitation energies of the first 100 states (which is the n = 2 manifold) when r cut is chosen to be 6, 7, 8, 10 a 0 , along with the results obtained by standard CIS and ALMO-CIS. In this test, the RI approximation and the Davidson-like method are not applied, so that any error purely comes from the truncation of matrices in Eq. 5 (the error due to the use of ALMOs instead of CMOs is negligible in the case of helium clusters). The basis we use here is a modified 6-311(2+)G basis, which has 11 functions per helium atom. Thus in the absence of truncation, there will be 6250 single substitutions in total. By contrast, ALMO-CIS retains only the 250 intrafragment excitations. The choices of r cut = 6, 7, 8, 10 a 0 lead to the number of retained excitations being 330, 730, 1030 and 1490, respectively. From Fig. 1 , we find for r cut = 8, 10 a 0 , the excitation energies are almost identical to those obtained in standard CIS. We know that ALMO-CIS is least accurate at the highenergy edge of each band because these are the states with stronger CT character (some insights are provided in Sec. VD). For example, compared to standard CIS, ALMO-CIS exhibits errors of ⇠ 0.5 eV at the blue end of the n = 2 band. This error has been reduced to less than 0.02 eV in the ALMO-CIS+CT model, when r cut = 8 a 0 . Figure 2 compares the spectrum of He 25 calculated by standard CIS, ALMO-CIS and ALMO-CIS+CT with r cut = 8 a 0 . We use the same He 25 geometries that were used for the spectrum computed by CIS and ALMO-CIS, which come from 100 randomized clusters that are optimized subsequently at the MP2/6-311G level of theory 13 . It has been found that ALMO-CIS tends to give an overall more broadened spectrum, with the intensity at the lowenergy edge (corresponding to surface states) being underestimated, and that at the high-energy edge (corresponding to bulk states) being overestimated. Encouragingly, when a cuto↵ distance of 8 a 0 is employed, these errors are almost eliminated from the ALMO-CIS+CT spectrum.
Next we want to demonstrate the accuracy of the Davidson-like variational method for the excitation energies of the same He 25 cluster. In Figure 3 , we compare the ALMO-CIS and ALMO-CIS+CT re- sults with and without the Davidson-like method (r cut = 8 a 0 ). Two di↵erent preconditioners were examined, the full preconditioner P full and the diagonal preconditioner P diag .
We find with the full preconditioner, the Davidsonlike variational method causes nearly no additional error, since the data points of P full almost overlap with those by solving Eq. 5 directly. When the diagonal preconditioner, P diag , is utilized, only about 75% of the ALMO-CIS model error can be eliminated. These facts suggest that the matricesÃ cc andG cc are dense, most likely because there is already a truncation in Eq. 5. At this moment, we conclude that r cut = 8 a 0 and a full preconditioner o↵er a good balance between accuracy and e ciency, and they will be used for all the calculations in the rest of the paper. Assuming that the structures of helium clusters more or less resemble that of the bulk system: an atom has 6 nearest neighbors 48 and the interatomic distance is 3.6Å
49 , the r cut we have here will include the first shell of nearby atoms. This means that for the finite size clusters studied in this work, the matrix size of ALMO-CIS+CT will be no more than seven times (which is the bulk limit) of that in ALMO-CIS. Two issues related to the e ciency of our models are of particular interest: the scaling versus system size, and the increase of computational e↵ort when charge transfer is included. To address these two problems, we report timing results using helium clusters ranging from 44 to 377 regularly spaced atoms (4Å) with both ALMO-CIS and ALMO-CIS+CT (r cut = 8 a 0 ) models. All calculations are performed with a single core on an AMD Opteron 6376 processor, using the same customized 6-311(2+)G basis as the previous subsection.
The relative costs of the major computational steps of ALMO-CIS and ALMO-CIS+CT are summarized in Figure 4 . The slopes of the fitted lines show the scaling of each step. Overall, both methods have sub-cubic scaling, as we expected. It is noteworthy that forming the RI integrals, which is the most expensive step in ALMO-CIS, is exactly the same in ALMO-CIS+CT. The unchanged timing of this step is the main reason for the fact that the total cost of ALMO-CIS+CT is about only four times as large as that of ALMO-CIS, even though the matrix dimension is 5 6 times larger.
Detailed timing of forming the Coulomb-like and exchange-like integrals are tested with He 129 and He 251 clusters, and the results are presented in Table III and Table IV . For the Coulomb-like integrals, the relatively expensive cost of contraction steps (especially the first quarter transform) supports our ar- gument that it is worthwhile to apply the successive MO transform scheme at the cost of computing AO integrals twice. We note that for building AO integrals in J1, an incompletely optimized new integral library is used. We expect roughly a four times speed-up of the AO integral computation in the future based on the performance of the old library. Also, we do not list the timing for mini-list selection as we do for the exchange-like integrals because the selection can be done at the shell-pair level, and it is a trivial step as it scales O(M 2 ).
On the other hand, even with the optimizations described above, mini-list selection still takes about half of the time in forming the exchange integrals for ALMO-CIS+CT, and dominates in ALMO-CIS calculations where forming integrals and contractions are very cheap. The observed scaling of forming K1 is 2.77 for ALMO-CIS and 2.18 for ALMO-CIS+CT, instead of linear as is asymptotically possible. When charge transfer is included, we expect a (ñ/n) 2 times growth of computational e↵ort in contraction steps and forming AO integrals. Based on the ratio of number of states in ALMO-CIS+CT and ALMO-CIS, (ñ/n) 2 is estimated to be 25 and 35 for He 129 and He 251 , respectively, and the observed growth in timing does not exceed these ratios.
To demonstrate the computational savings from the Davidson-like variational method, we also report the timing of the full eigen-solve for He 129 and He 251 in Table V . It can be seen that although the Davidson-like method does not change the cubic scaling, it is about 7 times faster than solving the full eigenvalue problem for these two systems. In addition, the preconditioning step (with full preconditioner) takes only about 1/6 of the total cost of the Davidson-like method. Thus, a simplified preconditioner such as P diag would not significantly reduce the computational cost. Considering the additional error it entails, the diagonal preconditioner is not recommended at this time.
V. CALCULATING THE ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF HELIUM CLUSTERS A. PIMD simulation
In the previous ALMO-CIS work 40 , we generated an ensemble of cluster geometries starting from randomized initial geometries which were then optimized using either MP2 theory, or a classical force field for bigger clusters where MP2 is inaccessible. The resulting geometries are a myriad of local minima because of the shallow potential wells and many degrees of freedom. However, with a standard Lennard-Jones potential (✏ 0 = 10.7 K, r 0 = 2.9Å), we find the resulting clusters are too dense. To qualitatively match the known facts about helium clusters (for example, the average interatomic distance in bulk helium is 3.6Å), we were forced to use a modified Lennard-Jones potential with a much shallower potential well (✏ 0 = 0.05 K) and a larger equilibrium distance (r 0 = 3.6Å). Of course the origin of the failure of the standard classical force field is due to neglecting the nuclear zero point motion, which is critical for helium atoms.
Feynman's path integral theory 50 treats nuclei quantum mechanically by mapping each quantum nucleus onto a classical system comprising several fictitious particles connected by springs ("ringpolymers"). This provides an ideal computational technique for the simulation of helium clusters, and there have been various successful applications of path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) 51 and path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) 52, 53 to helium systems. In this work, we employ PIMD to generate configurations of helium clusters of di↵erent sizes, which are then used to calculate the absorption spectrum.
The temperature of helium clusters in spectral measurements may be as low as 0.4 K, where the Bose statistics of 4 He atoms are significant. To properly account for the indistinguishability of identical particles, one has to sample the permutations as well. Ceperley et al. has employed a PIMC method that includes exchange to study helium clusters and found that superfluidity exists even in clusters as small as He 64 54 . For simplicity of implementation, our current PIMD formalism neglects the exchange between particles. Therefore our simulations are performed at 3 K, which is above the superfluid transition temperature.
In a PIMD formulation, the partition function is given by:
where N is the number of distinguishable particles, P is the number of discretization points of quantum paths (or the number of chain particles in a ring polymer), P = 1/P k B T , and H P (p, q) is the ring polymer Hamiltonian:
with ! P = 1/ P~. In our simulation, the interparticle potential V is described by the HFDHE2 potential 55 . The time evolution of PIMD follows the normal mode algorithm, and a white-noise Langevin thermostat 56 is employed (see Ref. 57 for further details). We find P = 64 and a time step of 2 fs yield converged results.
At finite temperature and zero pressure, the helium cluster will always evaporate in the long time limit. To avoid this issue, we confine the system within a sphere of radius R c , so that an equilibrium between liquid and vapor can be established. The parameter R c will a↵ect the density of the system, and the available zero temperature density profile of helium clusters provide guidance for choosing R c . A reasonable value of R c should not be too small, so TABLE III: CPU time (s) for significant steps in the construction of J1 integrals.
Method
System NState AO integrals TABLE IV: CPU time (s) for significant steps in the construction of K1 integrals. that the boundary will not have too much influence.
It cannot be too big either, otherwise its role in preventing the system from evaporating is undermined. Unfortunately, we have no way to determine an optimal value of R c . Therefore, for small clusters such as He 70 and He 150 , we perform simulations using several di↵erent R c , and examine how the resulting spectra change. Then, to study the size-dependence of the spectra, we pick a reasonable density, and run the simulation with R c determined based on the fixed density for clusters of di↵erent sizes.
B. Dependence on Rc
Three di↵erent R c are used for the simulation of He 70 and He 150 , respectively (R c = 16, 18, 20Å for He 70 , R c = 20, 23, 26Å for He 150 ). The simulations are run with 200,000 warm-up steps (400 ps) to ensure that equilibrium is reached, and properties of interest and geometries used for spectral calculations are extracted from the following 400,000 time steps (800 ps). The resulting geometries can be characterized by density profiles ⇢(r) and nearest neighbor distribution nn(r) (as defined in Ref. 58) , which are collected in Figure 5 along with the spectra. It is evident that the gas phase becomes increasingly dominant for larger R c , which is reflected in a stronger atomic peak and smaller intensity at the high-energy edge of the spectra. This trend exists for both cluster sizes.
The kinetic energy (estimated by a virial estimator 59 ), potential energy and total energy per helium atom are listed in Table VI . The positive total energies may imply that the system will eventually dissociate into the gas phase. To address this issue, we perform a simulation of He 150 with R c = 24Å, using only the repulsive part of the HFDHE2 potential. The system quickly develops into an evenly distributed gas, and the corresponding spectrum is more like a single atomic peak. Snapshots of He 150 simulated with and without the attractive part of the potential ( Figure 6 ) exhibit a clear di↵erence. We conclude that liquid droplet structure exists at least for the time scale of our simulation. Meanwhile, Barnett et al. has performed similar PIMD simulation of He 70 with R c = 18.3Å and He 150 with R c = 23.6Å
52 . The energies and density profiles we obtained qualitatively agree with those available in their publication. 
C. Size-dependence of the Spectra
To study the size-dependence of the spectra, we investigate four helium clusters of di↵erent sizes: He 70 , He 150 , He 231 and He 300 , and R c is set to be 18, 23, 27, 29Å, respectively, so that all four systems correspond to roughly the same density of 2.9⇥10 3Å 3 . In Figure 7 , we can see that the spectra of larger clusters have more intensity at the highenergy edge. This is reasonable since this "shoulder" next to the atomic peak results from the interaction between helium atoms, which should be stronger in larger clusters, as they have smaller interatomic spacing indicated by the density profile and nearest neighbor distribution. Moreover, the larger fraction of bulk atoms in the larger clusters also contributes to the broadening of the spectra.
D. Characterization of Excited States
A previous CIS study 13 of small helium clusters (He 7 and He 25 ) concluded that the higher-energy excited states mainly come from bulk-type excitations, while the lower-energy states come from surface excitations. To further understand this, we compare the droplet (Figure 6 (a)) and gas ( Figure 6(b) ) spectra of He 150 at R c = 16 and 23Å (Figure 8(a) ). The droplet typically has a gradually decreasing density from the core region to the surface, while the gas structure has a roughly uniform density in the whole sphere. For both R c 's, the droplet spectra are broader and more extended to the high-energy edge. This is because the droplet has a varying density, and its core density is higher than that of gas with the same R c . It is also interesting to see, that when R c decreases, the atomic peak diminishes in the droplet spectra, while for gas, we see a shift of the maximum peak instead.
The relation between the excitation energy and surface/bulk character of each state motivates us to find a mapping between these two. Previous stateby-state inspection 13 of the attachment and detachment density is unfeasible for large clusters and multiple configurations. Alternatively, here we introduce a scalar quantityR to represent the "average position" of the excitation relative to the center of the cluster. For state ,R  is defined as: (18) whereR I (R A ) represents the position of F I (F A ) relative to the center of the cluster, andt = G 1/2 t so thatt is orthonormal between states.
With the same spirit, we can define another quantity R as the weighted average of |R I R A |, so that it serves as a metric of the charge transfer character of each state.
For each system,R and R can be plotted against the excitation energy. As shown in Figure 8 (b) and (c),R and R are strongly correlated with the excitation energy in droplet systems. For both the 2s and the 2p band, the low-energy excitations correspond to largerR and smaller R , which indicates that these excitations mainly come from the surface and have less CT character. As the excitation energy increases, bulk excitations with stronger CT character gain more importance, so we see the decrease of R and the increase of R . For gas systems, it is still true that CT raises the excitation energy, so we can still see the patterns of R . However, because the density distribution of gas systems is more uniform, the correlation between excitation energies and the location of the excitation site is much weaker. Thus, the curves ofR are much flatter for the gas systems, except for the dips at the beginning of each band resulting from the boundary of the simulation sphere.
E. Comparison with Experiment
The size-dependence of helium droplet spectra have been studied by Möller and coworkers 4, 6 . In both Ref 4 and Ref 6 , the authors observed that an increase in cluster size results in relative reduction of the atomic peak and relative enhancement of the hump at the high-energy edge. As was already demonstrated in Figure 7 , this trend is reproduced by our computational simulation, and its origin is elucidated by the analysis of the surface/bulk character of each state introduced in Section V D. It is quite encouraging that the overall bandwidth seen experimentally is quite well reproduced by the simulation. This suggests that the destabilizing neighbor interactions responsible for the overall shift of the droplet excitations towards higher energy are quite well reproduced by the ALMO-CIS+CT treatment of the electronic structure.
However, it remains a challenge for the theoretically predicted spectra to quantitatively match the experimental results. There are several sources of di↵erence between the simulations and the experiments. First is the fact that the experiments are technically fluorescence excitation spectra, while the calculations correspond to direct absorption. The fluorescence lifetime is on the order of 5-10 ns for "short-lived" excited states 6 , and there is an additional longer-time fluorescence. The nuclear wavefunction is not an eigenstate of the electronically excited state, and the non-stationary wavepacket will certainly evolve, which is likely to a↵ect the spectrum. This is an interesting topic for future investigation. A second issue is that the current PIMD simulation does not treat the Bose statistics of helium nuclei, and thus cannot account for the superfluidity that is present in the experiments. A third issue is that the current electronic structure model has limitations. Specifically, dynamic correlation is neglected in CIS, which results in an over-estimation of excitation energies. For this reason we have to shift all spectra to the left by 0.625 eV so that atomic peaks occur at the same position as in the experiments.
Uncertainty associated with experimental conditions adds further di culty to a direct comparison of the calculated and observed spectra. The experiments usually prepare helium clusters by a nozzle expansion. The final cluster densities are sensitive to conditions such as nozzle temperature and pressure, and therefore the spectral profiles can vary in di↵erent experiments (for example when comparing cluster with similar sizes, spectra in Ref 4 have larger humps than those in Ref 6) . As the actual density and other structure characters of helium clusters are hardly known, it is almost impossible to propose a simulation that can reproduce the condition at the experimental measurement. In addition, we believe that the systems are not at equilibrium in the experi-ment, while in the simulations we impose a confining boundary to obtain reasonably converged results for a system in liquid-vapor equilibrium.
Additionally, the current simulation model appears to miss some detailed features of the experimental spectra. One example is that as stated in Ref 6 , a small hump associated with the 2s band exists at around 20.95 eV. Experimentally, the position of this maximum is nearly invariant as the cluster size changes, while our calculations show a feature that depends on both cluster size and density (for instance, see the magnified region in Figure 7(c) ). It is hard to say whether this is due to the limitation in the electronic structure model or the di↵erence between the simulation and experimental conditions. Despite the above mentioned deficiencies, we think that the PIMD simulation is a clear physical improvement over our previous excited state studies of helium clusters 13, 40 . With the charge transfer e↵ect included via the new ALMO-CIS+CT approach, our methodology also improves the accuracy rendering it comparable to standard CIS, while the former is dramatically more e cient.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have generalized the previously reported ALMO-CIS model to include charge transfer (CT) e↵ects. Similar to ALMO-CIS, the ALMO-CIS+CT model presented in this work is a local variant of configuration interaction singles (CIS), and is formulated through the use of absolutely localized molecular orbitals (ALMOs). The di↵erence is that unlike ALMO-CIS, where only intrafragment single excitations are involved, ALMO-CIS+CT retains interfragment excitations whose associated fragment pairs are within a cuto↵ distance. For helium clusters, the CT e↵ects neglected by ALMO-CIS are mostly recovered when the first shell of neighboring atoms are included. When many excited states are requested (e.g. an entire band of states for a homogeneous cluster), ALMO-CIS+CT has a much lower computational cost (like ALMO-CIS) than standard CIS, while maintaining the same accuracy (in contrast to ALMO-CIS where systematic deviations are evident).
An e cient implementation has been described that minimizes the increase in computational cost versus ALMO-CIS. While the dimension of matrices in the eigenvalue problem is roughly six times larger than that in ALMO-CIS, the computational cost of building the Hamiltonian matrix does not grow enormously. This is partly because one of the most expensive steps (computing the three-center ERIs in the RI approximation) remains the same, and partly because the implementation of the Coulomb and Exchange integrals has been improved. Solving the eigenvalue problem can potentially be dominant in ALMO-CIS+CT calculations as its cost grows cubically with matrix size. This is remedied by employing a single step Davidson-like variational method without significant loss of accuracy. The overall scaling of ALMO-CIS+CT is third order with respect to system size, which is the same as ALMO-CIS. For medium sized helium clusters, the computational cost of ALMO-CIS+CT is about four times as large compared to that of ALMO-CIS. With our current implementation, systems with up to 377 helium atoms and 4147 atomic basis are reported in this work, using only standard workstation-level computer resources.
We apply ALMO-CIS+CT to study the n = 2 absorption spectra of helium clusters. To account for the quantum nature of helium nuclei, the geometries used for spectral calculations are generated from PIMD simulation (at 3 K to avoid the need to simulate the superfluid phase). This approach is not perfect due to the absence of indistinguishability between particles, but produces much more reasonable configurations than classical molecular dynamics. We report results on the size-dependence of the spectrum, as well as the e↵ect of a confining boundary on the spectrum. We show that with reasonable choices of the confining radius, the system behaves as a liquid droplet in equilibrium with vapor on the timescale of the simulations. Broad features of the experimental spectrum, such as the bandwidth and size-dependence of the 2p band are qualitatively reproduced by the simulations. However, a number of finer details are not fully compatible between the simulations and reported experimental data.
As shown in the appendix, ALMO-CIS is CTfree because it preserves fragment populations in the Mulliken sense. Therefore di↵erences between ALMO-CIS and ALMO-CIS+CT quantify the role of CT in cluster excited states. For helium cluster absorption spectra, states towards the blue edge of the 2p band are stabilized by up to 0.5 eV by CT contributions while the red edge is virtually unaffected. The 2s states also show CT contributions that increase with excitation energy while they are negligible at the red edge. Even in a system whose electron a nity is as unfavorable as helium, CT effects provide significant excited state stabilization beyond a superposition of atomic excitations, and should not be neglected.
Interesting topics for future work include correct-ing the model for the neglected e↵ect of dynamic correlations, either by incorporating higher substitutions into the wavefunction, or by extending the model to TDDFT. The applicability of this model to other molecular clusters with stronger interactions between monomers (for instance water clusters) is also potentially very interesting. Here we compute the Mulliken population on each fragment in the ALMO-CIS+CT model, and show that when ALMO-CIS+CT reduces to ALMO-CIS, the Mulliken population on each fragment is conserved during excitation. In this section, we follow the Einstein summation convention for indices that are summed over the whole space, but explicitly write out the summation if an index is only summed over a certain fragment. Also, a quantity that is built from projected virtuals is indicated by " ⇠ ", for example,C µ a is the projected virtual coe cient while C µ a is the unprojected virtual coe cient. The Mulliken population on fragment F I is defined as
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where P is the density matrix. It has been proven 60 that for ground state calculations with the ALMO constraint (SCF(MI)), each fragment's Mulliken population remains the same as in isolation. So we just need to compute P µ2FI P µ⌫ S µ⌫ ( P is the (unrelaxed) di↵erence density matrix) to see if the excitation introduces any change in the fragment Mulliken population. In ALMO-CIS+CT, P is defined as follows:
The t ia here is the ALMO-CIS+CT amplitude with i and a belonging to a pair of significant fragments.
The sum over the occupied part of Eq. A2 gives:
where F J (F I ) means that F J is a near-neighbor fragment of F I . The last equality holds because the occupied MO coe cient matrix is block-diagonal, so the restriction on µ 2 F I can be dropped and C µ i S µ⌫ C ⌫ j is just the occupied overlap metric, S ij . The virtual part of Eq. A2 is a little more complicated because projected virtuals are used, whose coe cients are not block-diagonal. 
For the first sum in Eq. A4, we noticeC 
In the second row of Eq. A5, the first equality holds because the projected virtual does not overlap with the occupied, and the second equality comes from the fact that the unprojected virtual coe cients are block-diagonal. In the end, the first term in Eq. A4
becomes P a2FI P i2FJ (FI ) t ia S ij t jbS ab . As for the second term in Eq. A4, since the o↵-diagonal projected virtual coe cient comes from the occupied, we haveC µ a = N a C µ l ( 1 ) lk S ka , µ, l 2 F I , a 2 F K 6 = F I . The constraint µ 2 F I can then be dropped as C µ l is block diagonal. We then find anS lb in the second term of Eq. A4, which is zero, so that the second term vanishes.
Combining these results, we see that for the ALMO-CIS model, where i and a belong to a same fragment, we have the change in Mulliken charge, P µ2FI P µ⌫ S µ⌫ = 0 because P For ALMO-CIS+CT, unless t ia (i 2 F I , a 2 F J ) = t ia (i 2 F J , a 2 F I ) (which could happen for a system consisting of two identical fragments), the occupied and virtual part cannot cancel each other, so the Mulliken population on each fragment is not conserved, unlike for ALMO-CIS.
